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Deadzone compensation control based on detection of micro flow rate in pilot stage of proportional directional valve

Abstract:
The pilot operated proportional directional valves (POPDVs) with a flow rate ranging from 100 to 1000 L/min are widely used in electro-hydraulic systems (EHSs). The deadzone of the pilot stage valve and its control compensation could significantly affect the position control performance for the main stage valve that could directly affect dynamics of EHSs. In this paper, it is concluded that micro flow rates exist at the intermediate position of the valve based on the analysis of the continuity equation of the flow in the control chamber of the pilot stage. The micro flow rate is helpful to eliminate the discontinuity and unsmooth domain in the previous inverse deadzone compensation function. An improved deadzone detection method is proposed to calibrate the pilot valve flow characteristics which include the micro flow rate. This new method avoids the threshold selection of the main valve spool displacement which affects the detected deadzone values. Its detection processes are realized based on the pilot flow rate characterized by the speed of the main valve spool and the pilot valve displacement characterized by the solenoid current. The deadzone compensation control strategy based on the improved deadzone detection method is also designed. The experimental results using the steady-state position tracking and sinusoidal position tracking methods are verified. It is concluded that the tracking accuracy of the main valve spool position is effectively improved with this control strategy.
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1 Introduction

The pilot operated proportional directional valves (POPDVs) with a flow rate ranging from 100 to 1000 L/min are widely used in electro-hydraulic systems (EHSs) [1]. As a key component, the POPDV could significantly affect the control performance of EHSs. For example, the dimensional accuracy and consistency of injection molding products are directly controlled by the dynamic characteristics and control accuracy of a POPDV [2]. Therefore, many researchers focus on improving the control characteristics of POPDV.

The pilot stage and the main stage of a POPDV constitute a typical position closed-loop valve-controlled cylinder system as shown in Fig. 1 [3]. In this system, the input signals are the currents of two solenoids in the pilot stage, and the output signal is the main valve spool displacement, which is measured by a Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) displacement sensor and feed back to the control unit. The control strategy plays a key role for the dynamic characteristics and control accuracy of a POPDV. In order to improve the control performance of hydraulic valves, researchers have proposed various control methods. J. B. Gamble et al. adopted sliding mode control, and optimized the optimization of the sliding surface under the restriction of the jerk of spool. The response speed of the direct acting proportional servo valve has been improved [4]. Jin-hui Fang et al., introduced the integral action and speed feedback to improve the steady-state control accuracy and dynamic tracking performance of the proportional servo valve based on the jerk-constrained optimization sliding mode control [5]. Christoph Krimpmann et al. proposed two-order nonlinear sliding mode control method, which adopted active pole optimization method, the automatic tuning control parameters and the parameters of synovial pole [6], to further improve the control performance of direct acting proportional servo valve [7].

These control methods require accurate pilot valve spool position, and are not suitable for the POPDV without position sensor in the pilot stage.

![Pilot stage schematic](image)

Fig. 1. The pilot operated directional valve and its schematic as a valve-controlled cylinder system.

To a certain extent, the driving force of the pilot valve spool is proportional to the solenoid current, and the driving force of the main valve spool is proportional to the pressure in the control chambers. Therefore, the position control strategy design for the main valve spool focuses on the flow rate control in the pilot stage. However, in order to reduce manufacturing costs and sensitivity to contamination of oil, there are positive overlaps between the spool and the housing for the pilot stage [8, 9], resulting in the deadzones between the pilot valve spool displacement and the valve opening. The deadzones could improve the anti-disturbance capability of a POPDV, but they have significant adverse effects on the flow rate characteristics of the pilot stage. The deadzones also influence the dynamic characteristics and control accuracy of POPDVs. Therefore, accurate deadzone compensation is an important step in the control strategy design of POPDVs [10-12].

The most common method of deadzone compensation is using a constant inverse compensation function to counteract or compensate the influence of deadzone, which is effective only if the deadzones are fixed and known in advance [10-12]. However, the deadzones are not fixed but could be influenced by overlap, temperature, and clearance for a POPDV.
Therefore, for the deadzone with unknown parameters, the adaptive methods [13-16] are proposed to obtain the deadzone information online for compensation control. For the deadzone with time-varying characteristics, the neural network [17-20] methods were employed to adjust the deadzone inverse compensation parameters.

These deadzone compensation methods could improve the dynamic characteristics and control accuracy of a POPDV evidently, but the online detection of varying deadzones in these researches relied on extra sensors including a LVDT displacement sensor in the pilot stage, which is impractical for the POPDVs as shown in Fig. 1 due to the cost restriction. In addition, these methods considered only the compensation of the center deadzone. However, it was noted that the deadzones of the pilot valve were a cascade model with a center deadzone and an intermediate deadzone according to the flow characteristics of the pilot valve [12, 21]. The application of the cascade deadzone model in compensation control instead of the center deadzone model effectively improved the performance of a POPDV. The compensation method reduced the tracking error of the main valve spool position and the tracking lag at the direction changing moment of main valve spool motion as shown in Fig. 2. However, two aspects for the cascade deadzone model can be modified to further improve the control accuracy of the main valve. Firstly, due to the gap and leakage of the pilot valve, there is micro flow rate when the pilot valve spool has positive overlaps. This flow rate is simplified as zero in the cascade deadzone model. This simplification introduces discontinuity and unsmooth domain in the control law and influences the position control accuracy of the main valve spool. Secondly, in the deadzone detection process, the deadzone is measured by the motion state of the main valve spool, and it needs to select a threshold of the main valve spool displacement to judge the spool motion, so as to calibrate the deadzone value. The threshold directly affects the detected deadzone values, thus affecting the position control accuracy of the main valve spool. These two aspects will be discussed in detail in the following part.

![Fig. 2. Position tracking performances with only center deadzone compensation and with cascade deadzone model.](image)

In this paper, an improved deadzone compensation control method is proposed, which is based on the flow characteristics of the pilot valve considering the micro flow rate. The deadzone model is modified from a hard state to a soft state by this method [22]. Applying this deadzone model to the inverse deadzone compensation control could further improve the control accuracy of the main valve. The paper is organized as follows. The cascade deadzone model of the pilot valve is reviewed, and an additional analysis of the deadzone compensation method is carried out based on the continuity equation of the flow in the control chamber of pilot stage. The improved detection method of the deadzones is introduced in detail, and the calibration results containing the micro flow characteristics are analyzed in the third section, followed by the control strategy of the deadzone compensation. In the fifth section, the pilot stage deadzone model considering the micro flow rate of the pilot valve is applied to the position control of the main valve spool, and is verified by experimental data. Finally, some necessary summaries are concluded.

2 Deadzone compensation method based on cascade deadzone model

2.1 Cascade deadzone model and micro flow rate of the pilot stage

Ports A, B of the pilot valve have positive and negative overlaps \(L_{Ac}, L_{Ae}, L_{Bc}, L_{Bd}\) as shown in Fig. 3 (a). According to
the relative position between the pilot valve displacement $x_p$ and the overlap, the pilot valve has five working positions. As shown in Fig. 3 (b), they are namely, left position, left intermediate position, center position, right intermediate position, and right position. The flow rate characteristics of the five positions are shown in Fig. 4. When the pilot valve is in the left or right position, the main valve spool is driven by the fluid through the pilot valve port, which can be called driving flow. The pilot valve has a deadzone when it is in the left or right intermediate position. When the pilot valve is in the center position and the main valve moves to the right or left position, the pressure of the pilot control chamber is balanced with the spring force of the main stage. When the main valve moves back to the center position, there will be flow rate through the pilot valve port due to the pressure of the pilot control chamber, which is called damping flow. This relationship between the pilot valve position and the flow rate is a cascade deadzone model consisting of the intermediate deadzone and center deadzone[12, 21].

Fig. 3. The structure and schematic of the pilot operated directional valve.
In the previous research, it is shown that the intermediate deadzones of the pilot valve are not directly equal to the overlaps of A and B ports, due to the leakage of the gap between the pilot valve spool and housing. As shown in Fig. 5, take port A of the pilot valve as an example. When the pilot valve spool displacement is between $L_{Ac}$ and $L_{At}$, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the flow rate $q_{pa}$, which is from the pilot port to the pilot control chamber, is laminar flow through annular clearance \[1\].

The leakage flow rate from the pilot control chamber to the pilot valve return port is

$$q_{pa} = \frac{\pi d_p^2 \delta_p}{12 \mu} \frac{p_{ps} - p_a}{L_{Ac} - x_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $d_p$ is the diameter of pilot valve spool; $\delta_p$ is the clearance between the pilot valve spool and housing; $\mu$ is oil viscosity; $p_{ps}$ is the supply pressure of the pilot valve, which is 3MPa; $p_a$ is pressure in the pilot control chamber A.

The leakage flow rate from the pilot control chamber to the main valve return port is

$$q_{ma} = \frac{\pi d_m^2 \delta_m}{12 \mu} \frac{p_a - p_{ps}}{x_p - L_{Ac}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where the $d_m$ is the diameter of main valve spool; $\delta_m$ is the gap between the main valve spool and housing; $l_{ma}$ is the gap length, which changes with movement of the main valve spool.

When the pilot valve is at the intermediate position, the flow rate of the pilot control chamber satisfies

$$q_{pa} - q_{ma} - Q_{ma} - A_v \frac{\dot{x}_m}{\beta_v} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $A_v$ is cross-sectional area of the main valve spool; $x_m$ is the displacement of main valve spool; and $V_0$ is the initial volume of pilot control chamber; $\beta_v$ is the oil bulk modulus.

In this case, the main valve spool is in a static state. According to Newton's second law, the force equilibrium equation is

\[\text{Fig. 4. Flow rate characteristics of the pilot valve.}\]

\[\text{Fig. 5. The leakages cause by the clearance of the valve spool.}\]
\[ M \ddot{x}_m = A_s (p_s - p_b) - F_{mk0} - F_{mf} \text{sgn}(\dot{x}_m), \]  

(5)

where \( M \) is the mass of the main valve spool; \( F_{mk0} \) is the initial preload spring force of the main stage; \( F_{mf} \) is the viscous friction force of the main valve; \( p_b \) is the pressure of the pilot control chamber B. According to this equilibrium equation, the pressure of the pilot control chamber can be calculated.

When the pilot valve moves to the upper limit of the intermediate deadzone, i.e. \( x_p = L'_{Ac} \), the main valve begins to move from the static state that \( x_m = 0 \). According to the force equilibrium equation of main valve spool, the pressure and the flow rate of the pilot control chamber satisfy

\[
\begin{align*}
 p_a &= \frac{4(F_{mk0} + F_{mf})}{\pi d_m^2} \\
 \pi d_m^2 \delta_p^3 \left( \frac{p_s - p_b}{L_{Ac} - L_{Ac}'} - \frac{p_a}{L_{Ac}'} \right) &= \frac{\pi d_m^2 \delta_p^3}{12 \mu} \left( \frac{p_a}{L_{Ac}'} - \frac{p_a}{L_{Ac}'} + \frac{p_a}{L_{Ac}'} \right) + \frac{p_a}{t} \frac{V_0}{\beta_e}.
\end{align*}
\]

(6)

where the pressure gradient of the control chamber \( p_a \) is about \( p_0/\mu \). Solving the above equations, we can get the actual upper limit \( L'_{Ac} \) of the intermediate deadzone.

When the main valve spool is in a certain position that \( x_m = X_m \) and the pilot spool moves to the lower limit of the intermediate deadzone that \( x_p = L'_{Ac} \), the main valve begins to move back to the center position. In this case, the pressure and the flow rate of the pilot control chamber satisfy

\[
\begin{align*}
 p_a &= \frac{4(F_{mk0} - F_{mf} + k_m X_m)}{\pi d_m^2} \\
 \pi d_m^2 \delta_p^3 \left( \frac{p_s - p_b}{L_{Ac} - L_{Ac}'} - \frac{p_a}{L_{Ac}'} \right) &= \frac{\pi d_m^2 \delta_p^3}{12 \mu} \left( \frac{p_a}{L_{Ac}'} - \frac{p_a}{L_{Ac}'} + \frac{p_a}{L_{Ac}'} \right) + \frac{p_a}{t} \frac{V_0 + A X_m}{\beta_e}.
\end{align*}
\]

(7)

The actual lower limit of the intermediate deadzone can be obtained by Eq. (7). The actual deadzone values calculated by Eqs.(6)-(7) are not consistent with the overlap values due to the gap leakage, which means that there is micro flow rate due to the difference between the actual deadzone and overlap, as shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6. Micro flow rate at the intermediate position.](image)

2.2 Analysis of previous deadzone compensation method

In the detection of the deadzone parameters as mentioned in the previous research [12, 21], we assumed that the current of the proportional solenoid has a linear relationship with the magnetic force acting on the pilot spool within the stroke of deadzone at slow speed. Then, even without displacement sensor in the pilot stage of the proportional valve, the current of the solenoid \( I_p \) can be used to characterize the pilot valve displacement, as shown in Eq. (8) [21].

\[ I_p = \frac{k_{pk} x_p}{k_i} \]

(8)

where \( k_{pk} \) is the stiffness of the pilot stage spring; \( k_i \) is the gain coefficient of the solenoid current force. Then the
deadzone parameters $L_{\text{AC}}$, $L_{\text{AI}}$, $L_{\text{BC}}$, $L_{\text{BI}}$, can be detected and characterized as the current of the solenoid $I_{\text{AC}}$, $I_{\text{AI}}$, $I_{\text{BC}}$, $I_{\text{BI}}$. The detection processes are shown in Fig. 7, and it is necessary to set a threshold of the main valve spool displacement to monitor the motion of the main valve spool.

![Fig. 7. Detection of deadzone parameters characterized as the solenoid current.](image)

Then with the deadzone parameters characterized as the solenoid current, the inverse of the cascade deadzone model is used to compensate the cascade deadzones, which can be described by

$$I_d = \text{CDZI}(q_{pd}) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{k_{pk} q_{pd}}{k_e \omega_e C_d \sqrt{2(p_p - p_h) / \rho}} + I_{\text{Ac}} & \text{if } x_m > 0, q_{pd} > 0 \\
\frac{I_{\text{Ac}} + I_{\text{Al}}}{2} & \text{if } x_m > 0, q_{pd} = 0 \\
\frac{k_{pk} q_{pd}}{k_e \omega_e C_d \sqrt{2p_h / \rho}} + I_{\text{At}} & \text{if } x_m > 0, q_{pd} < 0 \\
0 & \text{if } x_m = 0 \\
\frac{k_{pk} q_{pd}}{k_e \omega_e C_d \sqrt{2(p_p - p_h) / \rho}} - I_{\text{Bc}} & \text{if } x_m < 0, q_{pd} > 0 \\
\frac{I_{\text{Bc}} + I_{\text{Bt}}}{2} & \text{if } x_m < 0, q_{pd} = 0 \\
\frac{k_{pk} q_{pd}}{k_e \omega_e C_d \sqrt{2p_h / \rho}} - I_{\text{Bt}} & \text{if } x_m < 0, q_{pd} < 0 
\end{cases} \tag{9}
$$

where $C_d$ is the flow coefficient of the pilot valve ports; $\omega_e$, $\omega_h$ are the equivalent circumference of the pilot valve ports; $q_{pd}$ is the desired flow rate calculated by the main valve position controller which is a PID controller in the previous research. This inverse deadzone compensation method ignores the micro flow rate in the intermediate deadzone. And this simplification leads to the discontinuity and unsmooth domain of the desired solenoid current in the neighborhood of $q_{pd}=0$ as shown in Eq. (9), which influences the further improvement of tracking accuracy of the position control of the main valve spool.

What’s more, the threshold to monitor the motion of the main valve spool in the deadzone detection also affects the detected deadzone values $L’_{\text{AC}}$, $L’_{\text{AI}}$, $L’_{\text{BC}}$, $L’_{\text{BI}}$, which has a direct effect on the deadzone compensation. That is, when the pilot valve spool displacement slowly increases or decreases during a time period of $t_c$, the main valve spool moving across $C_s$% of the full stroke is selected as the threshold to determine deadzone values of the pilot valve. In this detection process, when the main valve spool displacement is greater or smaller than this threshold, the pilot valve displacement at this moment is calibrated as the upper or lower limit value of the intermediate deadzone. Thus the detected deadzone values satisfy the following Eqs. (10), (11) corrected from Eqs. (6), (7) in practical application. Eqs. (10), (11) contain the additional flow rate during the movement of main valve spool.
\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{p_a}{\pi d_m^2} &= \frac{4(F_{mk0} + F_{mf})}{\pi d_m^2} \\
\frac{\pi d_m^3 \left( \frac{p_a - p_a}{L_{Ac} - L_{Ac}'} - \frac{p_a}{L_{Ac} - L_{At}'} \right)}{12 \mu} &= \frac{\pi d_m^3 \left( \frac{p_a - p_a}{L_{Ac} - L_{Ac}'} - \frac{p_a}{L_{Ac} - L_{At}'} \right) + p_a \cdot \frac{V_0}{t} + A_v \cdot \frac{C_{e \text{ml}}}{t_c}}{12 \mu} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The parameter values in Table 1 are substituted into (10), (11) to calculate the detected deadzone values. The results are shown in Table 2.

### Table 1 Parameters for deadzone calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(V_0)</td>
<td>17000 mm³</td>
<td>(d_m)</td>
<td>27 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\delta_p)</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
<td>(d_p)</td>
<td>12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l_{ml})</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>(K_m)</td>
<td>65 N/mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_e)</td>
<td>1200 MPa</td>
<td>(X_m)</td>
<td>0.05 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p_{ps})</td>
<td>3 MPa</td>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>0.2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\delta_m)</td>
<td>2 μm</td>
<td>(t_c)</td>
<td>0.2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F_{mk0})</td>
<td>125 N</td>
<td>(F_{mf})</td>
<td>25 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\mu)</td>
<td>0.041 N/s/m²</td>
<td>(A_v)</td>
<td>5.72 cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_{Ac})</td>
<td>1.1 mm</td>
<td>(L_{Ac}')</td>
<td>0.9 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_e)</td>
<td>0.02; 0.05; 0.1;</td>
<td>(x_{ml})</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 The values of actual deadzones and detection deadzones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>(L_{Ac})</th>
<th>(L_{At})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Value</td>
<td>0.917 mm</td>
<td>0.912 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration Value (C_e=2%)</td>
<td>0.923 mm</td>
<td>0.910 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration Value (C_e=5%)</td>
<td>0.937 mm</td>
<td>0.907 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration Value (C_e=10%)</td>
<td>0.978 mm</td>
<td>0.905 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that the length \((L_{Ac}'-L_{At}')\) of the detected intermediate deadzone is widened as the threshold increment accordingly. As the detected deadzone values vary with the threshold, it is necessary to select an appropriate threshold value to get appropriate detected deadzone values empirically for better performance of compensation control.

In conclusion, the previous inverse deadzone compensation function contains discontinuity and unsmooth domain in the neighbourhood of \(q_d=0\), and the threshold of the main valve spool displacement affects the detected deadzone values. These two aspects may hinder the further improvement of the control performance.

### 3 Improved deadzone detection method considering micro flow rate at the intermediate position

It is a practical and effective way to directly use the flow characteristics of the pilot valve, which include the micro flow rate at the intermediate position, to improve the control performance of the main valve. It can eliminate the discontinuity and unsmooth domain in the previous inverse deadzone compensation function, and avoid threshold selection.
of the main valve spool displacement affecting the detected deadzone values. The improved deadzone detection method is proposed in this section.

Since the inherent frequency of main valve is far quicker than that of the pilot valve, the dynamic characteristics of the main stage can be simplified. All flow rate of the pilot stage in addition to leakage is utilized to drive the main valve spool [23]. Therefore, the flow characteristics of the pilot stage can be expressed by the speed of the main valve spool \( v_m \), which is shown in Eq. (12).

\[
q_p = v_m A_v + q_{leak}
\]  

(12)

Based on the pilot valve displacement characterized by current and the pilot valve flow rate characterized by the speed of the main valve spool, the improved deadzone detection method is mainly divided into the following six steps, as shown in Fig. 8. The whole detection processes can be realized in the digital controller, and the processes are described as follows.

Fig. 8. Deadzones and micro flow rate detection processes of the pilot valve.

1) Set the main valve spool at \( x_m = 0 \), and increase the solenoid A current slowly. Then detect the movement of the main valve spool. When the main valve spool displacement is greater than the threshold value \( C_v \), record the current of the solenoid A as \( I_{A1} \). Control the main valve spool displacement to be in the \( x_m = X_m \) position, and let the current of the solenoid A decrease slowly. Then detect the movement of the main valve spool. When the main valve spool movement is less than the threshold \( C_v \), record the current of the solenoid A as \( I_{A2} \).

2) Set the main valve spool at \( x_m = 0 \), and increase the solenoid B current slowly. Then detect the movement of the main valve spool. When the main valve spool displacement is greater than the threshold value \( C_v \), record the solenoid current B as \( I_{B1} \). Control the main valve spool displacement to be in the \( x_m = X_m \) position, and let the current of the solenoid B decrease slowly. Then detect the movement of the main valve spool. When the main valve spool movement is less than the threshold \( C_v \), record the solenoid current B as \( I_{B2} \).

Through the above two steps, the deadzone values characterized by the current are initially calibrated [12]. Then the micro flow rate in the deadzone can be detected as described below.

3) Set the main valve spool at \( x_m = 0 \), and increase the solenoid A current \( I_A \) starting from \( I_{A1} \) with a certain increment in a calibrating step until the current value is greater than the upper limit of the solenoid. In the case of every fixed current, sample the movement of the main valve spool and the time that it spends. The division of the displacement increment and the time can represent the main valve spool speed \( v_m \), which is used to calibrate the flow rate of the pilot valve under a certain pilot valve spool displacement characterized by the fixed current. According to this similar method, the driving flow characteristic of the pilot valve port A can be calibrated as \( I_A = f_{A1}(v_m) \).

4) Through the similar method as step 3, the driving flow characteristic of the pilot valve port B can be calibrated as \( I_B = f_{B1}(v_m) \).

5) Set the main valve spool at \( x_m = X_m \) and decrease the solenoid A current \( I_A \) starting from \( I_{A2} \) with a certain decrement in a calibrating step until the current value is zero. In the case of every fixed current, sample the movement of the main
valve spool and the time that it spends. The division of the displacement increment and the time can represent the main valve spool valve speed \( v_m \), which is used to calibrate the flow rate of the pilot valve under a certain pilot valve spool displacement characterized by the fixed current. According to this similar method, the damping flow characteristic of the pilot valve port A can be calibrated as \( I_A = f_{A2}(v_m) \).

6) Using the similar method as step 5, the damping flow characteristic of the pilot valve port B can be calibrated as \( I_B = f_{B2}(v_m) \).

It should be pointed out that the change of the main valve spool displacement directly affects the pressure of the pilot control chamber, and has a great influence on the damping flow characteristics of the pilot stage, as shown in Eq. (5). For the different main valve spool displacement \( x_m \), the damping flow characteristics of the pilot stage can be corrected by

\[
I_{A(B)} = f_{A/B2}(v_m, \left\lfloor \frac{X_m}{x_m} \right\rfloor)
\]

(13)

Through the above steps, the flow characteristics of the pilot valve which contain the micro flow rate at the intermediate position can be detected. It is worth noting that, the threshold of the main valve spool displacement is used in the initial two steps, but it doesn’t need an optimal selection. In fact, it only needs to be greater than the amplitude of the steady-state noise of the main valve displacement sensor.

The experimental detection results in the case of \( X_m \) being 10% stroke (100% ~ 5mm) of the main valve are shown in Fig. 9. The detected deadzone values in the experiment are \( I_{Ac} = 1713 \text{ mA}; I_{At} = 1422 \text{ mA}; I_{Bc} = 1540 \text{ mA}; I_{Bt} = 1393 \text{ mA} \), which are calibrated in the case of 0.5% threshold and \( X_m \) at 90% stroke. According to Fig. 9, the driving flow rate is higher than the damping flow rate. The flow rate characteristics in the detection intermediate position are not zero, but it is far less than the flow rate when the main valve moves out of the deadzone, and so-called micro flow rate.
4 Deadzone compensation control strategy with calibrated flow rate characteristic of the pilot valve

Since the inherent frequency of the main valve, which is 1671Hz calculated by Eq. (14), is far quicker than that of the pilot valve, the pressure of the control chamber soon reaches a steady state during the response time of the pilot valve. So the dynamic characteristics of the main stage can be simplified as a first order system [23]. All flow rate of the pilot stage in addition to leakage is used to drive the main valve spool, so the kinematics equation of the main valve spool can be written as Eq. (15).

\[
f_p = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{4\beta A_c^2}{V_p M}}
\]

\[
\dot{x}_m = \frac{q_p}{A_m} - \frac{q_{leak}}{A_m} + d_m
\]

In Eq. (15) \(q_p\) is the flow rate of the pilot stage, \(q_{leak}\) is the leakage, \(d_m\) is the disturbance of the system. Eq. (15) is convenient for designing the main valve spool position control strategy based on the flow rate characteristic of the pilot valve.

According to the first order state equation (15), the main task of the position control of the main valve spool is to design an appropriate control law of \(q_p\). This control law calculates the desired pilot valve flow rate \(q_{pd}\) that satisfies the requirement of the main valve position control, which can be called as desired flow rate generator. Then the following task is to design a pilot valve flow rate controller, whose outputs are the desired currents \(I_{Ad}, I_{Bd}\) of the two solenoids, to track the desired flow rate \(q_{pd}\). Finally, the rest task is to use the PI current controller to track the desired currents of the solenoids [24]. Then the force of the solenoid drives the pilot valve spool to achieve the corresponding desired displacement and obtain the corresponding flow rate, so as to realize the closed-loop position control of the main valve spool. This framework of the closed-loop position control of the main valve spool is shown in Fig. 10.

![Fig. 10. The framework of the main valve spool position control](image)

The framework includes the outer loop controller of the main valve spool position and the inner loop controller of the solenoid current. The outer loop controller, which outputs the desired input current of the inner loop controller, consists of two parts: the desired flow rate generator and the pilot valve flow rate controller. In this paper, the pilot valve flow rate controller calculates the desired current \(I_{Ad}, I_{Bd}\) of the pilot valve by an open-loop projection method based on the calibrated flow rate characteristic of the pilot valve, as Eq. (16) shows.
\[
[I_{Ad}, I_{Bd}] = f_{Id}^{-1}(\text{Sat}(\frac{q_{pd}}{A_m})) = \begin{cases} 
I_{Ad} = f_{Id}^{-1}(\text{Sat}_{A_1}(\frac{q_{pd}}{A_m})), & \text{if } x_m > 0, \ q_{pd} > 0 \\
I_{Ad} = f_{Id}^{-1}(\text{Sat}_{A_2}(\frac{q_{pd}}{A_m})), & \text{if } x_m > 0, \ q_{pd} < 0 \\
I_{Ad} = 0, I_{Bd} = f_{Id}^{-1}(\text{Sat}_{B_2}(\frac{q_{pd}}{A_m})), & \text{if } x_m < 0, \ q_{pd} > 0 \\
I_{Ad} = 0, I_{Bd} = f_{Id}^{-1}(\text{Sat}_{B_1}(\frac{q_{pd}}{A_m})), & \text{if } x_m < 0, \ q_{pd} < 0
\end{cases}
\] (16)

where \( f_{Id}(I_A, I_B) \) is the calibrated flow rate characteristic of the pilot stage as shown in Fig. 9 in section 3; \( \text{Sat}_{A_1}(\cdot) \), \( \text{Sat}_{A_2}(\cdot) \), \( \text{Sat}_{B_1}(\cdot) \), \( \text{Sat}_{B_2}(\cdot) \) are the corresponding nonlinear saturation functions considering the bounded calibrated flow rate, they have the form

\[
v_m = \text{Sat}_{xx}(\frac{q_{pd}}{A_m}) = \begin{cases} 
v_{\text{maxx}}, & \text{if } \frac{q_{pd}}{A_m} > v_{\text{maxx}} \\
\frac{q_{pd}}{A_m}, & \text{if } v_{\text{minxx}} \leq \frac{q_{pd}}{A_m} \leq v_{\text{maxxx}} \\
v_{\text{minxx}}, & \text{if } \frac{q_{pd}}{A_m} < v_{\text{minxx}}
\end{cases}
\] (17)

In Eq. (17), the subscript xx represents A1, A2, B1, B2; \( v_{\text{maxxx}}, v_{\text{minxx}} \) are the maximum and minimum calibrated flow rate of the corresponding detection process. In practice, the flow rate characteristics are applied in the valve digital controller by the interpolation method of look-up table. By using this control method, the micro flow rate (MFR) of the intermediate deadzone has been concerned, which eliminates the discontinuity and unsmooth domain in the previous inverse deadzone compensation function and avoids the selection of the threshold value during the deadzone detection.

The desired flow rate generator can be designed as described below. When the main valve spool tracks the reference position \( x_{mr} \), defining error \( e_1 = x_m - x_{mr} \), \( e_2 = \dot{e}_1 \) and introducing the error integrals \( \sigma, \dot{\sigma} \), Eq. (15) is extended to

\[
\begin{bmatrix} \dot{\sigma} \\ \dot{e}_1 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \sigma \\ e_1 \end{bmatrix} + \frac{f_{Id}(I_A, I_B) + d_s}{A_m} \frac{q_{pd}}{A_m} + d_m - \dot{x}_{mr}
\]
(18)

where \( d_s \) is disturbance and error between the calibrated pilot flow rate and the real pilot flow rate; The sum of \( f_{Id} \) and \( d_s \) is used to characterize the flow rate \( q_p \).

To design the control law of \( I \), the slide mode is designed as

\[
S = K_i \sigma + K_p e_1 + e_2 = 0,
\] (19)

where \( K_i, K_p \) are greater than zero and guarantee that \( \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ -K_i & -K_p \end{bmatrix} \) is Hurwitz. Then define the Lyapunov function of the slide mode as \( V = \frac{1}{2} S^2 \), and its derivative is

\[
\dot{V} = SS = S (K_i e_1 + K_p e_2 + \dot{e}_2) = SK_p \frac{f_{Id}(I_A, I_B)}{A_m} + S \left( K_p \left( \frac{d_s}{A_m} - \frac{q_{pd}}{A_m} + d_m - \dot{x}_{mr} \right) + \dot{e}_2 + K_p e_1 \right).
\] (20)

If
\[
K_p \left(\frac{d_m - q_{lok}}{A_m} + d_m - x_{mr} \right) + \dot{e}_2 + K_e e_1 < K_0
\]

(21)

then

\[
\dot{V} = SK_p \frac{f_{ul}(I_A, I_B)A_m}{A_m} + S \left( K_p \left(\frac{d_m - q_{lok}}{A_m} + d_m - x_{mr} \right) + \dot{e}_2 + K_e e_1 \right) < S \left( K_p \frac{f_{ul}(I_A, I_B)}{A_m} + K_0 \frac{K_p}{A_m} S \text{sign}(S) \right)
\]

(22)

Thus the desired flow rate \( q_{pd} \) can be designed as

\[
q_{pd} = f_{ul}(I_A, I_B)A_m = -K_0 A_m \text{sign}(S)
\]

(23)

which can guarantee that derivative of the Lypunove function is smaller than zero. To eliminate chattering of control performance, the signum function can be approximated by the high-slope saturation function [25], and the desired flow rate \( q_{pd} \) can be rewritten as

\[
q_{pd} = f_{ul}(I_A, I_B)A_m = -K_0 A_m \text{sat} \left( \frac{S}{\xi} \right)
\]

(24)

where \( \xi \) is a small positive value. Substituting (19) in to (24), the control law of the desired flow rate \( q_{pd} \) is a PID controller followed by saturation with gain \( K_0 \), as shown below.

\[
q_{pd} = f_{ul}(I_A, I_B)A_m = -K_0 A_m \text{sat} \left( \frac{K_0}{\xi} + \frac{K_0}{\xi} e_1 + \frac{1}{\xi} e_2 \right)
\]

(25)

The schematic of the closed-loop position control of the main valve spool, which contains the deadzone compensation control strategy with calibrated flow rate characteristic of the pilot valve, is shown in Fig. 11. According to the difference between the reference main valve spool displacement \( x_{mr} \) and the actual displacement \( x_m \), the desired flow rate generator calculates the required flow rate \( q_{pd} \) to drive the main valve spool by Eq. (25). Then according to \( q_{pd} \), the pilot valve flow rate controller calculates the desired current \( I_{Ad}, I_{Bd} \) of the solenoids by Eq. (16), which is an open-loop projection method based on the calibrated flow rate characteristic as shown in Fig. 9. Since the calibrated flow rate characteristic contains the information of micro flow rate at the intermediate position, the deadzone compensation considering the micro flow rate is realized. Finally, the inner loop solenoid current controller tracks the desired current \( I_{Ad}, I_{Bd} \) and the closed-loop position control of the main valve spool is realized.

![Diagram showing the schematic of the main valve spool position control](image_url)

**Fig. 11.** The schematic of the main valve spool position control.
5 Experimental verification

5.1 Experimental set-up and parameter settings

The schematic diagram of the system and the experimental setup used in the experiments are the same as the previous research as shown in Fig. 12. The function generator is used to produce an analogue signal as the reference signal to the digital controller. The microcontroller is an ARM-based 32-bit MCU with 128KB Flash. All the control functions including current controller and position controller are embedded in this MCU. The PWM modulator is also integrated in the control electronics. The solenoid is driven by the PWM modulator to generate a PWM signal with controlled duty cycle. The LVDT signal conditioner is used to convert the main valve spool displacement to an analogy signal.

A 16-bit data acquisition card (DAC) with USB interface is used to sample the required signals including: the input reference signal, the main spool position and the solenoid currents in the left and right solenoids. Besides, the UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) is used for communication between PC and the digital controller. Both of the current sensors for two solenoids have been calibrated with a high-precision ampere meter. The LVDT signal conditioner has also been adjusted from ±5mm to ±10V.

In order to give general comparative results, the hydraulic power supply and the oil temperature are set in a typical condition. The maximum pressure is set as 10MPa and the flow rate is controlled at 200L/min as initial condition.

The parameters $K_i$, $K_v$, $K_p$, $\xi$ in the control law Eq. (25) are determined as follows. $K_p$, $K_i$ are set as 100 and 10 respectively to guarantee the convergences of the error $e$ in 50ms under the dynamic of the slide mode surface. $K_o$ is set as 6.87 in the case that the flow rate unit is L/min. The value of $K_o$ is estimated by the detection results of pilot valve flow rate characteristic, which is not bigger than 200mm/s. $\xi$ is increased from a small value until eliminating the chattering of control performance, and it is set as 0.1 finally.

5.2 Experimental results

Comparison of the two deadzone compensation methods are as follows: the first one uses Eq. (9) in the control law, which is without the micro flow rate at the intermediate position (without MFR); the other one uses Eq. (16) in the control law, which is with the micro flow rate at the intermediate position (with MFR). In the experiment, the desired flow rate generator adopts a PID controller as Eq. (25), and the solenoid current also adopts a PI controller [24]. The PID and PI controllers of both methods use the same parameters. The solenoid current PI controller which is adjusted by the Ziegler Nichols [26, 27] tuning procedure initially and manually optimized later. The proportional gain and the integral gain are 32.02, 1.02 in the case that the current unit is mA and 100% PWM duty ratio is equivalent to 10000.

Figs. 13-15 are the steady-state tracking results of the main valve spool displacement. The sampling frequency of the signal is 1 kHz. The red curve is the results of control method with MFR, and the blue curve is the results of control method
without MFR. During the processes of the deadzone detection, the threshold values of the main valve spool displacement are set as 0.5%, 2% and 3% respectively, in the case that $X_m$ is at 90% stroke. The experimental results in Table 3 and Figs. 13-15 are obtained. According to Table 3, the detected deadzone values $I_{Ac}$, $I_{Bc}$ increase with the increment of the threshold, and the detected deadzone values $I_{Ac}$, $I_{Bc}$ decrease with the increment of the threshold. It is because that the threshold value leads the additional flow rate into the process of deadzone detection. The detected deadzone values affected by the threshold value also verify the theoretical deduction in the second section of this paper. The deadzones of the pilot valve port A, B are asymmetric, that the deazone of port A is wider than that of port B, as shown in Table 3. The asymmetry is due to the manufacturing variation of the valve and characteristic difference of solenoids.

The steady-state position tracking performances of the main valve spool under different threshold values are shown in Figs. 13-15. In these figures, (a) and (b) show the main valve spool displacement at the positive position and negative position respectively, (c) and (d) indicate the current of the corresponding solenoid. The steady-state tracking accuracy of the control method with MFR is better than that without MFR. As the threshold value increased, the tracking accuracy of the control method without MFR is worsened. But the steady-state tracking accuracy of the control method with MFR is almost unchanged under different threshold values. The solenoid currents of the control method with MFR have smaller amplitude and less intense vibration than that without MFR. And as the detected deadzones widen as threshold values increase, the solenoid currents of the control method without MFR have larger amplitude and more intense vibration, which is due to the vibration of the detected deadzone values in Eq. (9). These current responses reveal that the control method with MFR eliminates discontinuity and unsmooth domain in inverse deadzone compensation, thus improves the current control performance, so the performance of the main valve spool position control is improved. Additionally, the solenoid currents of the control method with MFR have less intense vibration as threshold values increase. It is due to the increment of the overlapped region between the driving flow characteristic and the damping flow characteristic. The two flow characteristics are calibrated with the solenoid current starting from the detected deadzone values $I_{Ac/Bc}$ in the improved deadzone detection method. So the overlapped region of the flow characteristics increases as $I_{Ac/Bc}$ decreases as shown in Table 3. And the more overlapped region of the flow characteristics makes current calculated by Eq. (16) change more smoothly when conditions of Eq. (16) change. What’s more, the tracking performances at the positive position and negative position also reflect the asymmetry of the valve. Table 3 gives a statistical analysis of the steady-state tracking error. It is shown that the steady-state tracking accuracy is greatly improved by the control method with MFR.

The sinusoidal position tracking of the main valve spool is shown in Fig. 16, where (a) is the main valve spool displacement and (b) is the currents of the corresponding solenoid. The threshold values of the main valve spool displacement are set as 0.5%. According to Fig. 16(b), the solenoid currents of the control method with MFR have less intense vibration than that without MFR, especially in the first quarter of a sinusoidal cycle. It is because that the desired solenoid current calculated by Eq. (9) in the control method without MFR has an unsmooth domain in the neighborhood of $q_{sp0}$=0. The more intense current vibration of the control method without MFR in the first quarter of a sinusoidal cycle is due to the large length of $(I_{Ac}-I_{Aa})$, as shown in Table 3. The position tracking curve of the control method with MFR is smoother than that without MFR, especially when the main valve spool crosses the zero position. And the phase delay with MFR is less than that without MFR in the second and fourth quarter of a sinusoidal cycle. During these quarters, the main valve spool position is driven by the damping flow of the pilot valve, and the control method with MFR is more sensitive to small position error of the main valve spool. The solenoid current vibrations in the second and fourth quarter of a sinusoidal cycle show the control effect, so the control method with MFR gets a better tracking performance.
Table 3 Detected deadzone values and square root of tracking error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold (%)</th>
<th>$I_{Ac}; I_{Rc}(mA)$</th>
<th>$I_{Bc}; I_{Bt}(mA)$</th>
<th>$x_{aw}$ (%)</th>
<th>SRE (%)</th>
<th>SRE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>without MFR</td>
<td>with MFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1713;1422</td>
<td>1540;1393</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1745;1361</td>
<td>1569;1339</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1768;1332</td>
<td>1588;1287</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. Experimental results of steady-state tracking with 0.5% threshold value.
Fig. 14. Experimental results of steady-state tracking with 2% threshold value.

Fig. 15. Experimental results of steady-state tracking with 3% threshold value.
6 Conclusion

In the previous research, we propose a deadzone compensation method for the pilot stage of the proportional valve based on a cascade deadzone model. This method effectively narrows the tracking error of the main valve spool position and the tracking lag at the direction changing moment of main valve spool motion. However, two aspects for the cascade deadzone model can be modified to further improve the control accuracy of the main valve. Firstly, due to the gap and leakage of the pilot valve, there is micro flow rate due to the difference between the actual deadzone values and overlaps at the intermediate position. The micro flow rate is simplified as zero by the compensation method. This simplification introduces discontinuity and unsmooth domain in the control of the solenoid current, and affects the accuracy of the position control of the main valve spool. Secondly, the threshold selection of the main valve spool displacement in the detection process of the deadzones affects the detected deadzone values, thus it affects the position control accuracy of the main valve spool. This paper aims to further improve the control accuracy of the main valve, and the following conclusions are drawn.

1) Because of the gap and the leakage of the pilot valve, the micro flow rate exists at the intermediate position of the pilot valve. The micro flow rate is helpful to eliminate the discontinuity and unsmooth domain in the previous inverse deadzone compensation function.

2) In order to calibrate the flow characteristics of the pilot valve which include the micro flow rate, an improved deadzone detection method is proposed. Its detection processes are realized according to two principles. First, the pilot flow rate is characterized by the main valve spool speed; second, the pilot valve displacement is characterized by the solenoid current. This deadzone detection method avoids selection of an appropriate threshold value of the main valve spool displacement. And the calibrated flow characteristics of the pilot valve contain the information of the micro flow rate and the deadzone, so the calibration results are useful for the control strategy of deadzone compensation.

3) The deadzone compensation control strategy with calibrated flow rate characteristic of the pilot valve is proposed. The outer loop of this framework consists of the pilot valve flow rate controller and the desired flow rate generator. The pilot valve flow rate controller is designed based on the calibrated flow characteristics of the pilot valve, so it can compensate the deadzone. The desired flow rate generator is developed using sliding mode method, and it is a PID controller followed by saturation.

4) The experimental results including both steady-state position tracking and sinusoidal position tracking show that the proposed control strategy with MFR, which eliminates the discontinuity and unsmooth domain in the inverse deadzone function, effectively improves the tracking accuracy of the position control of the main valve spool.
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